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Realignment task force reviews university
BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

Over the next year, structural
alignments will drastically reshape
MSUM academics. Or, little will
change. Or, the ultimate reality will
be somewhere in between.
Those are the options for the
MSUM academic realignment task
force, conceived in spring 2011 and
formed in February. The group is
charged with looking for synergies
and efficiencies throughout the
university to save money and
improve educational quality. Its
charge statement also asks the task

Student
senate
supports
tuition
increase

force, made up of the provost, two
deans and nine faculty members,
to “find viable and sustainable
administrative home(s) for graduate
and online education.” By May 1, it
must submit a report to the president
and faculty association.
“All
across
the
country
universities are examining how
they are organized,” said Anne
Blackhurst, provost and senior
vice president for academic affairs.
“How we’re structured does matter.”
She elaborated in a February
5 post announcing the task force
on her MSUM blog: “My own

opinion is that, regardless of the
outcome, regular reflection and
self-evaluation are as beneficial
for the health and functioning of
organizations as they are for the
well-being of individuals.”
Blackhurst said a proposal,
selected next semester from two
to three amendable options, will
be implemented over the next
academic year and be mainly in
place by fall 2014. It could include
merging departments, reorganizing
colleges, or creating new “centers”
and “schools.”
The ideal result, university

college dean and task force member
Denise Gorsline said, “would not
be dramatic, but could be very
impactful. The intent is not to blow
up the university and start again,
because that would make everybody
crazy.”
Task force member and mass
communications
professor
Martin Grindeland said that while
restructuring of some sort has
frequently occurred during his
three decades at MSUM, such a
comprehensive examination is
uncommon.
So far, the task force has met on

average every two weeks. At the
latest meeting, on April 5, members
presented a range of ideas and
models, and agreed to an extended
three-hour April 16 meeting to
synthesize their proposals. The
meetings, likened to brainstorming
sessions, are not open to the public.
Grindeland said open considerations
of ideas might be hindered if they
were.
“What emerges at the end of
this process will be very open,”
Blackhurst said.
The task force did yield
REALIGNMENT, PAGE 7

Students raise suicide awareness

BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

Student senate voted to
support the 5 percent tuition
increase proposed by MSUM
administration.
They also voted to support
an
Academic
Engagement
fee, which will provide funds
for student internships and
conferences, and they voted
to not support the proposed
increase in Technology fee.
Administration
withdrew
the previously proposed 2.78
percent tuition reset on April 4
before student senate’s vote.
As of press time, members
of President Edna Szymanski’s
office could not be reached for
comment.
Student senate’s decision is a
recommendation to the MnSCU
Board of Trustees. The board
will consider both the student
opinion and the administration
proposal when they make their
decision.
“The student senate was pretty
divided,” said senate president
Kimberly Ehrlich on the
decisions. “It was only a slight
majority.”
“No one wants to support an
increase,” Ehrlich said, but the
senate came to this conclusion
because of the state government’s
continuous withdrawing funds
from higher education.
“It was clear to us from the
administration that the money
was needed to support the
school,” Ehrlich said.
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A

s part of the second annual Suicide Awareness Week, Dragon Entertainment Group and the university invites students and
community members to events being held on campus. At the CMU Tuesday, speakers talked about their personal experiences
involving suicide, signs to look for and how to get help. Events like these will be continued throughout the week.

Biology major nationally recognized Student
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

Junior Amy Moorhouse is
fascinated by bugs and plants.
As a biology major with
an emphasis in ecology and
evolutionary biology, Moorhouse
has had the opportunity to cultivate
this fascination through her
studies, and her abilities have been
nationally recognized by the Barry
M. Goldwater Scholarship and
Excellence in Education Program.
Last year, Moorhouse received
an honorable mention for the
Goldwater Scholarship, which
didn’t include any scholarship
money, just recognition.
This year, however, Moorhouse
was awarded a Goldwater
Scholarship. Out of 1,123
applicants
nationwide,
282

received scholarships.
The Goldwater Scholarship is
available to sophomores and juniors
studying math,
science
or
engineering.
Students must
be nominated
by their school
in order to
apply.
This
year, MSUM
nominated four
Amy Moorhouse
students.
The scholarship process was
extensive,
Moorhouse
said,
involving a research proposal.
“I wrote about climate change
and flooding up in the prairies
up here in the Moorhead area,”
Moorhouse said. “How is that
affecting the prairies out there, and

Living with
celiac disease,
page 5

how is that affecting the plants and
the insects and their interactions
out there. How is diversity
changing, and things like that.”
Moorhouse is not MSUM’s first
Goldwater Scholar.
“I think we’ve been pretty
lucky in having these students
that have applied and have gotten
these awards,” said biology
professor Alison Wallace. “They
really work hard.”
The scholarship application also
required examples of research
experience. Moorhouse has been
conducting research outside of class
since her freshman year through
the MSUM’s Honors Apprentice
Scholarship, and this year she’s also
worked on a project with a student
research grant through MSUM’s
MOORHOUSE, PAGE 7

Athletics launches
new website, page 8

elections
next week
BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

Two candidates have filed to
become MSUM’s next student
senate president, while two others
are vying for the vice presidency.
The online elections will be held
from April 18-20. Students can
vote for the two positions – Sarah
Danielson or Russel Ferguson for
president and Tess Bunker or Raul
Valdez Delgado for vice president –
at web.mnstate.edu/studentsenate.
Eleven students are also competing
for 14 academic student senate seats
assigned to each college. Because
ELECTIONS, PAGE 7
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Campus
alendar
4.12 - 4.17

4.12

4.13

4.15

4.16

4.17
4.18

8 a.m. - Dragon Days CMU
Noon - How to help a
friend, student or coworker - CMU 205
7 p.m. - Religious
perspectives on suicide CMU 101
8 p.m. - Dodgeball tournament - Wellness Center
Noon - Softball vs.
Waynes State (double
header) - MSUM Fields
9 p.m. - Drag-on by
Dragons After Dark CMU Underground
Noon - Softball vs. Augustana (double header)
- MSUM Fields
2 p.m. - Planetarium
show, Galileo - The Power
of the Telescope - Bridges
167
6:30 p.m. - ASL night CMU Ballroom
5:30 p.m. - Career Devolpment: How to prepare
for the Job Fair - MacLean
167
7 p.m. - Planetarium
show, Galileo - The Power
of the Telescope - Bridges
167
9:30 a.m. - Student Academic Conference - CMU
10 a.m. - Tom’s day Without Shoes - CMU Main
Lounge
Noon - Softball vs. Jamestown College (Double
Header) - MSUM Fields
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MSUM Briefs
Shutter competition
meeting next Tuesday

There will be a short meeting
to discuss the rules for the $3,000
insulated shutter competition next
Tuesday, April 17 at 4:15 p.m. in
Hagen 325. The meeting will be
to discuss the rules, show various
examples of insulated shutters/
blinds and a short demonstration
on finding r-factors. The designs
for the shutters are due next fall
to be eligible to win the $3,000.
Please come with questions.

Andrew Chen presented
paper at the 2012 IDREC

On March 26, Dr. Andrew Chen,
computer science and information
systems, presented his paper
“Student-Voted Multiple-Round
Elimination Team Projects” at
the international symposium
on Interdisciplinary Research,
Education, and Communication,
which was held in the context
of the third International MultiConference on Complexity,
Informatics and Cybernetics in
Orlando, Fla.
In his paper he describes the
approach that he used in the
Spring 2011 game development
190 class, which he anticipates
using again in the Fall 2012
GDEV 190 class.

SAC schedules are
available online

A pdf of all abstracts for the
14th annual Student Academic
Conference is available online by
department in the “presentation
listing” section and a sortable
database by room, presenter,
department, time, etc. is available
in the “presentation schedule”
link.
There will NOT be printed
programs available the day of
the conference, so please look
at these schedules beforehand
to determine the locations and
times of the presentations you
would like to view (or assign your
students to view).
The presentation listing section
(pdf) will NOT be updated if
changes to room/time need to
be made, but the presentation
schedule link will reflect each
change as it is made. Posters
listing titles, rooms and times
will also be up at the conference
to help you find the presentation
you are looking for.

Prof. Zepper reads at
UND Writer’s Conference

Kevin Zepper, MFA, read
work from his new chapbook,
Sugartown, at the University
of North Dakota’s Writer’s
Conference in Grand Forks, N.D.,
on March 24. Zepper is a writing
instructor in MSUM’s English
department.
More than 2,000 people attend
the UND Writer’s Conference
to listen to readings and panel
discussions and ask authors
questions. UND has been an
active literary festival since 1970.

News briefs from Dragon
Digest or submitted to
advocate@mnstate.edu

The 16th Unity Conference “Charting New
Directions”

Organización
Latina
Americana will be hosting the
16th Unity Conference, Thursday
and Friday, April 19 to 20 at
MSUM. The theme is “Charting
New
Directions:
Nuevos
Horizontes.” The conference
schedule and session descriptions
are available online or in the
CMU lower level during the
conference. Find out more online
or contact Dr. Yolanda Arauza
at 218.477.2027 or arauzala@
mnstate.edu.
The main speaker Dr. Refugio
Rochin is the former director of
the Society for Advancement of
Chicano and Native Americans
in Science.
Conference topics will include:
Apocalyptic events surrounding
the ancient Mayan calendar, the
role of Latinos in this year’s
political events, how the Latino
community is changing in the
Midwest, a motivational talk
for students with an interest in
science, technology, engineering,
math and profiles of successful
Latino youth in the context of
higher educational goals.
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Security Update
Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
4.2
Suspicious person in CMU, one
individual transported to Sanford
Health.
4.3
Alcohol offense in Lot F, one
individual referred to Campus
Judicial
Damage to table in King.
4.4

Report of theft in West Snarr,
Moorhead Police Department
also responded to take a report.
Suspicious activity report taken
in Hagen.
Emergency Blue light activated
in Lot V-5, falsely activated. No
emergency.

4.5

Report of stolen bike taken outside of John Neumaier.
Vandalism to vehicle reported in
JS-Lot.
Requested welfare check in
Nelson.
4.6
Noise complaint in Holmquist,
two individuals referred to Campus Judicial.
Emergency Blue light activated
in the Campus Mall, falsely activated. No emergency.
Theft report taken in Nemzek.

To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2675

Classifieds

PRE-LEASING SPECIALS!

Reserve your apartment now
for the 2012 school year. 1,
2 and 3-bedroom apartments
within walking distance to
campus. Assigned parking,
secure
building, laundry
facilities on-site and much
more!
Most
apartments
available June 1. Call Kristin
today for more information
or schedule a showing at:
701.630.1862 or visit: www.
covisproperties.com.
3 bedroom, 2 bath duplex, 3
blocks from campus. 1 stall
detached garage. No pets. Rent
$945 + heat and electricity.
Available May. Email harveythorson@gmail.com.
Large 2 bedroom apartments
Walking distance to campus.
Start June 1 or Aug. 1. $300/
month for the summer. $450
- $495/month during the fall.
Heat and water paid. Call Jon
to see 218.790.4866
For Rent
Going fast, reserve your for
2012-2013 school year before
it’s too late. Many to choose
from 3/4/5 bedroom houses
1 and 2 bedroom apartments.
Near MSUM and Concordia
Call today at 218.227.0000
or visit our www. rkakrentals.
com
Summer Camp Positions
Camp Wilderness - located in
beautiful northern Minnesota!
Camp Director, Program
Director, Cook, Store
Manager, Medic, Head
Lifeguard, Ropes Course
Director, Climbing Tower
Director, Rifle Director, and
Archery Director. Must be
at least 21 years of age. You
can earn college credit for
most of these positions or
possibly a college internship.
Contact us for an application.
701.293.5011
Room and board plus weekly
salary from $220 to $300 per
week based on the job!
Season: June 10 - Aug. 4

725 Center Avenue, Suite 7
Moorhead, MN 56560
218-236-6730

Got
Experience?
Get it with CCRI.
Currently hiring Caregivers
Part-time with opportunities to get more hours in the
summer! Comprehensive training.
Great experience and résumé builder for students
majoring in Healthcare, Education, Criminal Justice,
Human Services, undecided majors or anybody with
a desire to help others.
Help people with disabilities in living more independently by:
• Being a positive and encouraging role model
• Helping with everyday basic living skills
• Taking individuals out into the community
• Assisting or performing personal cares.

$10.25/hour plus bonus opportunities and more.
Flexible scheduling.

Learn more or apply at www.CreativeCare.org

EEO/AAE
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Wait for ‘American Reunion’ on DVD
BY MATTHEW LIEDKE
liedkema@mnstate.edu

They should have just let the
franchise die.
“American
Reunion”
is
the fourth installment in the
“American Pie” series (not
including the horrible straight
to DVD flicks) that reunites the
entire cast of the original film.
The movie picks up with the main
character of the franchise, Jim
Levenstein (Jason Biggs), who is
having trouble in his marriage to
Michelle (Alyson Hannigan).
At the same time, he learns of a
reunion at his high school, which
all his friends will be attending.
When he arrives there, Jim and
the whole gang come together
and the antics for which they
are known begin. As the reunion
goes on, each of them discover
things about themselves and old
relationships.
The film is an exact replica of
each “American Pie” that has
come before it. Each character
has their own subplot, which
is fine except that each one has
been done before. Kevin, played
by Thomas Nicholas, has the

same issues with his former love
interest Vicky. Stiffler, played by
Seann William Scott, is the same
party animal he was in the first
three films, and the other four
characters get mad at him for it.
And of course, Jim is the same
sexually awkward character.
This seemed like an opportunity
for the series to come to a point
of growth, but it doesn’t. All
these characters are the same
as they were in high school and
college, going through the same
issues and having the same
antics. For example, there is a
point where the characters have
to sneak around a house without
being seen. Basically, the same
thing happened in “American Pie
2” and “American Wedding.”
The acting is subpar too. Most
of the actors can only do one
thing in front of the camera, for
example Jason Biggs just looking
awkward at certain moments. It’s
the same thing for the rest of
the cast; they don’t bring a lot
of charisma to their characters.
Alyson Hannigan didn’t even
seem like she was trying at times
and seemed to be channeling her

character from “How I Met Your
Mother” more than Michelle.
Most of the parts that were
supposed to be funny were shown
in the trailers, however it didn’t
matter much to me since the most
I got out of the film was a few
chuckles here and there. A lot of
the jokes were really dated, which
is probably because they missed
the mark with this film. The
jokes should have centered more
around things like parenting,
being married and other issues
that come with getting older.
The film only centers about 10
percent of it’s humor on this, the
rest is the same stuff that the rest
of the films had.
The only bright spot was
Eugene Levy who offered some
better moments. However, it
wasn’t able to save what will
most likely be the last film in the
franchise. If you were a fan of
the original, I recommend seeing
it on DVD; it’s not worth the
theater price. This get’s a very
low 2 out of 5, spared a 1 out of
5 barely by some of its nostalgic
factor and a few Eugene Levy
bits.

Levenstein and the gang reunite for their high school reunion and more of the
same antics.

Magazine provides
literary knockout
BY ANDREW JASON
jasonan@mnstate.edu

Knockout Literary Magazine
brings some of the bestdiscovered and undiscovered
literary work to an appreciative
audience.
This
144-page
magazine features poetry and
prose from authors as famous
as National Poetry Series Cyrus
Cassells and Charles Jensen to
works by up-and-coming authors.
MSUM alumni Brett Ortler
and his friend Jeremy Halinen
started the magazine and have
recently released their fourth
issue. Knockout is also trying to
do something different with the
pieces included in the magazine.
“We try to publish a 50/50 mix
of GLBT writers versus straight
writers,” Ortler said. “This is
something we haven’t seen
before.”

Co-editor Halinen is gay while
Ortler is straight and both feel
it’s important to get these works
in the magazine. They noticed
journals are either dedicated to all
gay material or no gay material.
They decided it was important to
mix the two.
“We thought that the two work
well with each other,” Ortler said.
Ortler said that a good example
of a gay piece in Knockout is a
series of poems by Cyrus Cassells
that appeared in their newest
issue. His works are about living
in France after WWII where
homosexuality was banned and
punishable by death. The book
discusses the life of two lovers.
One is sent to a camp and the
other one escapes. These poems
fit very well with the other poems
in the magazine.
KNOCKOUT, PAGE 4

JAVIER COLON

BANNER PILOT

Tuesday, March 13
Fargo Theatre
QN4IPXt"MM"HFT

Saturday, March 31
5IF"RVBSJVN
QN%PPSTt"HFT

MURDER BY DEATH

YELAWOLF

w/ Reed Waddle & Taylor Wall

w/ Dann K & Black Casket and Cass County
Criminals

8FEOFTEBZ "QSJM
5IF"RVBSJVN
QN%PPSTt"HFT

Go barefoot for one day to raise awareness for those who do
not have shoes. Events in the Campus Mall will take place from
11am - 4pm and include foot decorating, acoustic music, and
Tom’s shoes for sale.

Wednesday, April 18th - All Day

04/18

Dragon Feud

What event is coming to MSUM? Survey says: Dragon Feud!
Played Family Feud style, this game show will have Lutheran
Campus Ministry competing against Dragon Paranormal
Society and Kappa Sigma competing against volunteers from
the audience. Come join the fun and have the opportunity to
win great prizes!

Wednesday, April 18th
8pm in the CMU Underground
For more information, visit: web.mnstate.edu/entertainment

www.facebook.com/DragonEntertainmentGroup

w/ Soulcrate Music & Charlie Mizza

'SJEBZ "QSJM
The Venue @ The Hub
QN%PPSTt"MM"HFT

LEON RUSSELL

ROSTER MCCABE

8FEOFTEBZ "QSJM
Fargo Theatre
QN4IPXt"MM"HFT

5IVSTEBZ "QSJM
5IF"RVBSJVN
QN%PPSTt"HFT

GRETCHEN WILSON

HELLYEAH &
CLUTCH

w/ Rocket Club

04/18 MSUM’s Tom’s Day Without Shoes

w/ What Kingswood Needs & Crab Legs

'SJEBZ "QSJM
The Venue @ The Hub
QN%PPSTt"HFT

w/ Kyng & MonstrO

'SJEBZ "QSJM
The Venue @ The Hub
QN%PPSTt"MM"HFT

53"$&"%,*/4t4BUVSEBZ .BSDIt"MM"HFTt$IFTUFS'SJU["VEJO(SBOE'PSLT /%
3045&3.$$"#&t5IVSTEBZ "QSJMt"HFT t5IF"RVBSJVN
4"3")708&--t4BUVSEBZ "QSJMt"MM"HFTt'BSHP5IFBUSF
30$,&5$-6#t'SJEBZ "QSJMt"HFT t"GUFSQBSUZBU$BEJMMBD3BODI!5IF)VC
,"/4"4t4VOEBZ "QSJMt$PMMFHJBUF4ZNQIPOZ5PVS!5IF#JTNBSDL$JWJD$FOUFS
5)&*/'".064453*/(%645&34t8FEOFTEBZ "QSJMt"HFT t'BSHP5IFBUSF
."35*/;&--"35IF)BSEXBZTt'SJEBZ "QSJMt"HFT t$BEJMMBD3BODI!5IF)VC
1035-"/%$&--0130+&$5t.POEBZ "QSJMt"HFT t5IF"RVBSJVN
)"*3#"--t'SJEBZ .BZt"HFT t5IF7FOVF!5IF)VC
70-#&"5t5IVSTEBZ .BZt"MM"HFTt5IF7FOVF!5IF)VC
7*/$&/&*-t'SJEBZ .BZt"HFT t5IF7FOVF!5IF)VC

Tickets for all shows are available at
MPDBUFEBU#SPBEXBZPQFO
.POEBZ'SJEBZ1. CZQIPOF  POMJOFBU
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John Alexander’s offers intimate lunch for two
JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

John Alexander’s Restaurant and
Martini Bar, located at the corner
of Main Avenue and Fourth Street
in Moorhead, offers an intimate
lunch for two at a reasonable price.
The tealight candles and
flowers placed on each table
create the perfect atmosphere
for an afternoon date, whether
it’s with a close friend, coworker or significant other.
On a typical afternoon, an
elderly couple sat at one of the
window tables, while a mother
and daughter took time out of
their busy days to sit down for
lunch and a middle-aged lady sat
at the bar talking to a waitress.
The waitress immediately asked
if we’d like a seat by the window,
and we said “yes.” She led us to
a tiny table by the window and
handed us two menus printed on
a large single sheet of paper that
overwhelmed our little table.
After skipping breakfast, my
stomach was begging for some
food. The menu offered a variety
of salads and entrees, but I decided
to order a simple hamburger with
American cheese and bacon. My
boyfriend, on the other hand,
decided to try something new and
went with the Philly cheesesteak.
It wasn’t long after we ordered
that we began to regret our
decision to sit by the window. In
the middle of our conversation,
our eyes constantly wandered
outside to the cars waiting at the
stoplight, bikers flying by and
pedestrians looking in on us as
they walked down Main Avenue.
I was more than happy when
our food arrived. I immediately
grabbed a fry, dipped it in some
ketchup and ate it. Delicious.
I added the tomato, pickles
and ketchup to my burger
before cutting it in half to eat.
The bacon was a little overcooked, but I didn’t mind. The
burger was well-done, yet juicy.
Asking how our meal was and
filling our water glasses several
times always with a smile, the
waitress was wonderful. When we
asked for more ketchup, she brought
out two little dishes on a plate.
With the exception of the
oversize menus and distractions
from the window, John Alexander’s
offered everything I’d expect
for a early afternoon lunch date.
KNOCKOUT, FROM PAGE 3
“We published a bunch of
those poems,” Ortler said. “It
was amazing how well they
fit in with the other poems
by those who aren’t GLBT. It
was a really nice mix of work.
It made for a really readable
issue.”
While Knockout publishes
several pieces by larger names,
it still remains true its roots by
allowing anybody to submit
their works. Anybody interested
in submitting their work can go
to Knockout’s website, www.
knockoutlit.org.
Knockout is available to
anyone and can be purchased on
the website for $12. A reading
of some of the pieces will occur
at the MSUM Library 3:45
p.m. April 21. Some MSUM
professors, such as Kevin
Zepper, will read pieces and
Ortler will read some as well.

ROBERT SWANSEN • swansenro@mnstate.edu

John Alexander’s Restaurant and Martini Bar is located on the corner of Main Avenue and Fourth Street in Moorhead, right before the bridge into Fargo.

READY TO START YOUR
CAREER IN NURSING?
NO WAITING LIST FOR THE MOORHEAD CAMPUS
DEADLINE TO APPLY: JUNE 1
START DATE: JULY 2
CARA

SCHOOL OF NURSING
GRADUATE

There is a nationwide need for nurses. Our Practical
Nursing Associate’s degree offers you support
and experience so you receive the education
you need to take the NCLEX exam and start your
successful career as a licensed practical nurse.
With small class sizes and industry–relevant courses,
you gain valuable hands–on experience working with
patients of all ages in a variety of locations, including
hospitals, nursing homes and home healthcare agencies.
Approved by the MN Board of Nursing

Space is limited, register for a Nursing Information Session today!

DR. BECKY RUDEL

DEAN OF NURSING

rasmussen.edu/nursing
MOORHEAD CAMPUS » 218-304-6200
1250 29TH AVENUE SOUTH, MOORHEAD, MN 56560

196_MN_MoorheadNursingAD_8x10.indd 1

4/3/12 2:49 PM
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Student maintains gluten-free diet to combat celiac disease
JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

Gluten-free dieting is more
than a trend for Emily Risch.
Risch,
a
senior
mass
communications student, was
diagnosed with celiac disease in
2009, three years after her father
was diagnosed. She researched
the disease, discovered it was
hereditary and decided to get
tested. The test came back positive.
The only way to combat celiac
disease is to fully commit to a
gluten-free diet, which means
avoiding any foods made with
wheat, barley, rye or oats.
“If you’ve just been diagnosed
and you’re struggling, go
to Sydney’s Health Market
because they will provide almost
anything you want,” Risch said.
Sydney’s Health Market is
locally owned by Stephanie Engel

Celiac disease is
an inherited lifelong
autoimmune condition
that causes a harmful
reaction in the small
intestine after consuming
gluten, which is found
in wheat, barley, rye and
possibly oats, according
to the Celiac Disease
Foundation.
said. She hopes more companies
will start selling gluten-free items in
the future and drive the price down.
Maintaining a gluten-free diet
can be a challenge. Foods aren’t
always clearly labeled, so Risch
must look at the ingredients
on everything she eats or ask
the waitress for a gluten-free
menu if she eats at a restaurant.
“I often try to ask the least amount
of questions about food, which is
probably not the safest,” Risch said.

“When people ask me my symptoms, I
only say abdominal problems, but it’s so
much more than that.”
and Darby Smith. Engel opened
the store after her 14-month-old
daughter Sydney was diagnosed
with celiac disease. Sydney’s
offers cereal, cake mixes,
pancakes and a variety of other
items clearly labeled gluten free.
Risch
also
shops
at
Simply Savory, a glutenfree
bakery
in
Fargo.
“It’s an expensive diet,” Risch

She will sometimes tell people
she’s allergic to wheat or gluten
and completely avoid having to
answer questions about her disease.
“When people ask me my
symptoms, I only say abdominal
problems,” Risch said, “but
it’s so much more than that.”
The second semester of her
junior year Risch broke out in
hives. She thought it was from

ROBERT SWANSEN • swansenro@mnstate.edu

Sydney’s Health Market, located on 30th Avenue South in Moorhead, offers a variety gluten free foods.

bed bugs, but a friend wondered
if it was from eating gluten.
“A few days prior, I had decided
to eat wheat pasta just to see how
it would affect me,” Risch said.
The rash was a symptom of
celiac disease called dermatitis
herpetiformis, which is an
extremely itchy rash of bumps
and blisters found on the knees,
tops of feet and buttocks.
“I was very angry with myself
for testing the waters and trying
to eat gluten again,” Risch said.
When Risch was in high school,
she had low blood pressure and good
cholesterol and thought, “Wow,
I have good genes.” Now, she
pays close attention to her health.

• Abdominal pain,
bloating, gas

Symptoms of celiac disease
• Nausea, vomiting

• Itchy skin

• Bone or joint pain

• Unexplained weight • Missed menstrual
loss
periods

• Constipation

• Depression

• Nosebleeds

• Decreased appetite

• Fatigue

• Seizures

• Diarrhea

• Hair loss

• Numbness in hands
and feet

• Lactose intolerance • Indigestion
Risch isn’t alone in the battle
against celiac.
According to
the Celiac Disease Foundation,
the disease affects one in 133
people and
97 percent of

those people go undiagnosed.
There have been a lot of articles
written about gluten-free diets, but
Risch wants everyone to know
that celiac disease is serious.

Adjusting to America: International students’ perspective
POONAM GIRDHAR
girdharpo@mnstate.edu
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Pursuing higher education in
America isn’t an easy task for
international students. For some, it
is their first trip abroad, and being
far from the family and friends can
be challenging and overwhelming.
They struggle to make new
friends and find themselves
under pressure to adapt to a new
culture, language and lifestyle.
The
international
student
orientation program is provided
to overseas students during
their first week at the MSUM.
It has different sessions such as
a workshop to deal with culture
shock, presentations about the
health center and health issues,
fun activities and the help
available for them. During this
week, students are introduced
to MSUM staff and faculty and
other international students.
“This week not only gives the
sense of what the school is, but
it also gives students the first
circle of friends and the chance to
meet other international students
who are in the same boat as
them,” said Gerard Beaubrun,
an international student from
Haiti, majoring in computer
information systems. “The feeling
of not being alone is comforting.”
The international office’s main
goal is to help international students
adjust to American life and make
their experience here pleasant by
assisting them with queries about
student and work visas, driver’s
licenses, taxes, accommodations
and other important information.
To help facilitate this, the office
has a mixture of American

and
international
staff. Africans,” said Beza Mulugeta, an regular basis, which allowed me to going to be here for few more years,
“I still remember the challenges international student from Ethiopia overcome my fears and improved I decided to get the best out of my
I faced 12 years ago when I majoring in physics and engineering. my accent. Knowing that I was student life and enjoy every bit of it.”
first came to MSUM as an
Although the university has many
international student,” said Ludmi programs and organizations to help
Herath, the international student students every step of the way, there
programs coordinator, originally are still some obstacles international
from Sri Lanka. “Having lived in students find difficult to overcome.
different countries prior to coming
“Even through my English is
here, I was aware of different good, I was not confident about
cultures, customs and languages my pronunciations and accent,”
which made my life easier than Beaubrun said. “I had a hard time
other
international
students understanding American accents,
who have not been introduced and there was not only the language
to any other culture before.” barrier but also the cultural barrier.
By coming to America to study, I was lucky to have a good adviser
students made a choice to not who helped me to get involved
PHOTO FROM ISO WEBSITE
only expand their educational in different groups and activities
experience but also their cultural on campus. This, in turn, made
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Advocate Editorial Board

Higher ed. critic
Santorum ends
presidential bid

On
Tuesday,
former
Pennsylvania
Sen.
Rick
Santorum ended his presidential
bid,
cementing
frontrunner
Mitt Romney’s position as the
Republican candidate who will
take on President Obama.
Good riddance.
Santorum, a radical social
conservative who pretended to
be a fiscal conservative despite
a pork-barrel spending record in
congress, had expressed hostility
toward higher education.
In response to the president’s
call for all Americans to receive
some sort of education beyond
high school, Santorum called
Obama “a snob” in February.
This pandering appeal to the antiintellectual wing of the Republican
Party scores easy political points,
but it is counterproductive to
a constructive debate. It also
misrepresents what the president
was advocating for: college for
some, trade school — or other
applied training — for others.
That’s an appropriate idea for
America’s current economy that
few, if any, politicians of any party
would honestly criticize.
After all, even Santorum holds a
law degree and MBA.
The opinions expressed in The
Advocate are not necessarily those of
the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They
should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or
occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due
by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or emailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Genuineness thrown aside

BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

Flattery abounds in this
nation more than ever; at
least, I’m noticing it “more
than ever” in my 21 years of
experiencing humanity. The
words “gorgeous,” “beautiful,”
“stunning” and every other
synonym
for
something
aesthetically pleasing have
been cheapened. Most women
and more feminine men (and
players — those boys who are
only out for one thing, the kind
your parents warned you about)
are the worst when it comes to
this.
Self-esteem issues continue
to make headlines. This is
often blamed because of
what we’ve had to grow up
with — seemingly perfect
humans called “models” filling
impressionable heads with
messages of what is idyllic —
gorgeous, beautiful, stunning,
hot, hott, haute, hawt, etc. The
realization that Photoshopping
and airbrushing do, in fact,
exist and are used constantly
doesn’t seem to make much of

a dent in our skewed outlooks.
As a sort of antidote, this
country decided that reversing
the devastating effects of
selling an unobtainable image
of “perfection” could only
be accomplished by overcomplimenting
everybody
every day, whether it’s genuine
or not.
Encouragement and kindness
were, perhaps, the original
plans of action to enforce as a
remedy to the problem of girls’
and boys’ lack of self-worth,
but unfortunately, those pure
actions have been mutilated
and infused with lies. White
lies have often passed our
cultural lie detecting tests as
fine and acceptable. However,
things have gone too far.
Every day, though the
intentions may be good, flattery
is thrown every which way like
a continuous game of ping
pong. “You’re so gorgeous!”
“I LOVE that dress!” “OH
MY GOSH, I WANT YOUR
HAIR!”
Now, don’t get me wrong
(I say that too frequently, I’m
sure). Saying nice things to
people is “lovely,” but when you
are telling every other person
how “gorgeous” they are,
people will start taking notice.
They’ll stop believing you and
roll their eyes (figuratively, and
maybe literally, speaking).
What began as a worthy cause
to up everyone’s self-esteem
has begun to show cracks.
You, through flattery, have
cheapened the messages you
are sending. You, because of
your striving to be considered
nice, have (to more observant

folk) created an image of
fakeness obvious to your
viewing audience.
In “Nicholas Nickleby,”
Charles
Dickens
wrote,
“Although a skilful flatterer is
a most delightful companion
if you can keep him all to
yourself, his taste becomes
very doubtful when he takes to
complimenting other people.”
I have more support for my
claims from the likes of Lord
Byron, no less. “The reason
that adulation is not displeasing
is that, though untrue, it shows
one to be of consequence
enough, in one way or other,
to induce people to lie.” And,
Edmund Burke, an 18th century
Irishman, author and statesman,
among other notable positions,
said that “Flattery corrupts both
the receiver and the giver.”
Am I saying you shouldn’t
tell someone how cute they
look or how much you love
their shoes? Of course not, but
make sure you genuinely do
admire what you are saying you
do. Don’t spew adulation out of
your mouth like you’ve caught
a bad case of influenza from
the Disney channel. Mean what
you say and stop exaggerating.
If you solely want to cheer
someone up and their outward
beauty isn’t exactly notable
that day, encourage them or
find some other way to brighten
their day. Don’t use “gorgeous”
when you mean “cute.” Don’t
say “adore” when you only
“like.”
There are other paths you can
take to encourage people other
than automatically turning onto
Flattery Avenue. You don’t

have to instantly resort to
saying, “Well, hello gorgeous,”
when they’re wearing sweats
and a T-shirt. I’m sure they’ll
be OK with a less glamorous
“Hey,” if said with enthusiasm.
You can tell me someone looks
gorgeous no matter what until
you’ve worn out your cords, but
I won’t believe you. Everyone
can look less than lovely some
days, and that’s fine. Why
should we expect to appear
“stunning” when the fact of the
matter is we just rolled out of
bed?
Maybe I should just start
wearing sweatpants to school
with a high, messy bun.
Someone will probably wonder
what’s wrong with me and
tell me I look great when I
actually look like a frumpy
Scandinavian on a strict diet
of lutefisk. If you don’t tell me
I look gorgeous, feelings of
inadequacy may cause my selfesteem to crumble.
A compliment a minute turns
you into an idiot (say like,
“idient.” It’s supposed to rhyme
like a Ben Franklin saying).
In really simple terms, here’s
what I propose: If you really
admire someone or something,
tell them. If you’re just trying
to think of something nice to
say, think of something else.
Boom (yes, I did just say that).
It is possible to find genuine
compliments to say to each
and every person, be it about
their inner or outer qualities.
However, if you compliment
them every two seconds, the
meaning in the message won’t
be memorable and they’ll doubt
your genuineness.

It really is a great day to be a dragon

BY JOHN GOERKE
goerkejo@mnstate.edu

It is once again that time to draw
together the strings of the academic
year. Time once spent sleeping is
now spent frantically scribbling out
pages of homework, vainly hoping
we might merit the approval of our
professors.
If you are like me, you are
feeling a great deal of animosity
towards this establishment at
the moment. So, in the spirit of
correcting emotionally motivated
misconceptions, I offer the

following words in praise of this
institution in particular and public
education in general.
I must begin by commending
our university on its valiant effort
to establish a D-I hockey team.
It is truly the mark of a good
educational establishment that it
fosters within itself several minor
league sports teams. So often
when watching a professional
sport’s game, I feel a distinct lack
of something. I can only enjoy a
hockey game if I know that only a
few days ago, the goalie was sound
asleep in sociology class.
That is why I love our football
team. Seeing the players between
classes, as they stare blankly off
into space, gives me a profound
sense of investment and community
with the team. It’s like we’re all one
big family, and they’re fighting for
our honor. Never mind what some
would call a less than spectacular
record, it’s the thought that counts.
Moving away from sports and
things hoped for, we must now
turn to things realized. We ought to
thank our dear legislators for giving
us the money to renovate Lommen.

Now it has the feel and appearance
that every center of learning
should — that of a Holiday Inn.
Walking through there, I can feel
the inspiration and passion seeping
off of the toothpaste colored walls.
Now that the setting has been
perfected, I assume they’ll be
settling down to business, namely
educating the future teachers
of the world (or at least FargoMoorhead). The other day I asked
an education major what the
purpose of education was. After
receiving no answer, I suggested
it might be to “provide the passion
and the tools to seek truth.” After
all, on the west gates of the school it
is inscribed, “And the truth shall set
you free.” But, everyone I spoke to,
before and after this student, told
me education is about getting a job.
If practicality is to be valued above
poetry or purpose, then we’re on
the right track.
Speaking about jobs, I recall
being a freshman at orientation.
Upon reflection I ought to thank
our university for the foresight they
displayed at this event. They told
us we “were going to be trained for

jobs that don’t exist — yet.” The
“yet” is very important. Without the
“yet,” it sounds as though we are all
on the fast track to unemployment.
But, with the “yet” comes the
implication that our university
possesses the ability to see and plan
for the future. Thus, whatever job
comes my way, I can rest assured
that “alcohol and college life” was
an essential part of my preparation.
For truly it is comforting to know
that the political prophets who only
a few months ago had the wisdom
to close down the government for a
littler breather, are the same sages
who ultimately run this university.
There is no greater peace than
knowing whatever challenges may
come, the Minnesota Legislature is
on the case. Sure our retention rate
may be hovering at 19 percent, but
all that will soon change.
It will change, because despite the
lack of widespread student interest
in matters academic, despite the
corralling of freshman into glorified
prison blocks called “dorms,”
despite the marginalization of
the college professor as we move
toward exclusively electronic

classrooms, despite the lack
of inspired architecture on this
campus, despite a library packed
with books and no students, despite
a website that barely functions,
despite an ocean of indifference to
all the aforementioned problems
and despite a lack of a clear purpose
for this university, despite all that,
we can rest easy because we have
a new logo.
The administration in their
wisdom has given us the flaming
“M” and plastered it all around
campus. For this we must be
grateful because the administration
is wise enough to know, what every
kid on Christmas Eve knows: it
doesn’t matter what the present
is, so long as the wrapping paper
looks nice.
I hope my reminders have
rekindled your appreciation of our
university, while calming any anger
that may have arisen in response to
final papers and projects. I wish
you the best for the end of spring
semester. For truly, today is a great
day to be a Dragon.
See you in class (or not).
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Academic leader
starts next week
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Looking for a change, Amy
Sannes enrolled in an MSUM
counseling and student affairs grad
program in the late 90s after more
than a decade in the business world.
“I didn’t necessarily like to
look at the bottom line,” she said.
“I wanted to focus more on the
person.”
For 13 years at Concordia,
Sannes helped students find focus
and success. On April 16, she will
move her office a few blocks east to
Flora Flick as the MSUM’s director
of the academic support center.
Disability services director
Greg Toutges, the center’s interim
director for the past year, chaired
the search for the permanent
position. He wrote in an email
that Sannes has the right qualities
to lead the university’s academic
support mission.
“I think she brings a wealth of
knowledge regarding tutoring,
supplemental instruction, advising,
etc.,” Toutges wrote. “Basically
the things we want to expand and
perfect in the ASC.”
As a “Proposed Investment
in Academic Support,” MSUM
officials brought a nearly 3 percent
“reset” pitch on top of a 5 percent
tuition increase proposal (almost 8
percent total) to the student senate
last month. Besides lamenting a
lack of state support, which has
dropped from a 2002 high of
$31.2 million to $9 million less
this year, administrators identified
lack of advising and involvement
for undergraduates – especially

freshmen – as a fundamental
cause of constant budget concerns.
State funding is directly tied to
enrollment.
Their $1 million preferred plan
called for an academic services
dean, money for development
education and retention systems
along with seven professional
academic advisors – one each for
the four colleges, and one each for
undeclared majors, veterans and
transfer students. Officials quietly
withdrew the reset plan, which
would have required MnSCU
Board of Trustees approval, before
a student senate vote last Thursday.
Sannes said she hasn’t been
involved in any discussions about
structural changes, but added that
academic support is “crucial” to
retention.
“That’s a big part of about why
students leave,” she said.
Instead of waiting until the
end of the year, Sannes is joining
MSUM with several weeks to go in
the semester. That unconventional
move allows her to attend some
Dragon Days events and to get to
know her colleagues before the
campus thins out over the summer.
The decision, Sannes’ own,
impressed her soon-to-be boss,
university college dean Denise
Gorsline.
“She has a lot of technical
experience,” Gorsline said. “What
she brings on top of that is a great
enthusiasm. I don’t think she will
be afraid to make changes.”
No matter what direction
academic services takes at MSUM,
Gorsline said, “Amy will be the
hands-on person”

Mass comm. students snag 23 regional awards

ELECTIONS, FROM FRONT
no candidate is contesting the
treasurer race, the new president
will appoint someone next year.
Danielson, a political science
sophomore active in various
leadership groups throughout
campus, said fighting for lower
tuition along with improving
communication between senate,

administrators and students, would
be her top priorities if elected.
“I just want to further my
leadership skills and I think that
would a great place to do it,” she
said.
An English and Spanish junior
who chairs the student senate
public affairs committee, Ferguson

said he would work to structure
student senate into a more powerful
organization, and meet weekly with
administration while also focusing
on off-campus housing and student
retention issues.
“I really want to make people
proud to be a Dragon,” Ferguson
said.

BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

REALIGNMENT, FROM FRONT
comments from faculty and staff at online education – from “Seems
two 90-minute open forums in late like a lot of work” to “I’ll be doing
it soon” to “Why do we have online
February and early March.
According to written summaries, ed?” – demonstrated the disparate
attendees raised dozens of issues, faculty paradigms task force
from broad complaints about members must balance.
Blackhust said she hasn’t heard
to
favoritism
administrative
repeated groans about doing “more much feedback, but expects to
with less.” Others brought up more receive more once the proposals
provincial issues such as keeping are publically released. Some
social and natural sciences within have left messages on her blog,
the same college. Comments about including philosophy department
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Members of Campus News, MSUM’s weekly TV news program, captured an array of awards at the Midwest Journalism
Conference in Bloomington, Minn., in late March.

BY JOSHUA BERGGREN
berggrenjos@mnstate.edu

Continuing an annual tradition
of
success,
MSUM
mass
communications students claimed
23 awards at the Midwest Journalism
Conference in late March.
Student
and
professional
journalists from six Midwest states
gathered at the Crowne Plaza
Hotel in Bloomington, Minn. The
conference offered sessions led by
professional journalists, critiques
of attendees’ personal work and an
award banquet ceremony each day.
Broadcast journalism students
took home many awards for their
work on Campus News, including
the Eric Sevareid award and awards
from the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences Upper

chairman Ted Gracyk, head of the
faculty union, who cited concerns
the task force would excessively
compromise due to fears. Asked to
elaborate, he emailed:
“There is no rhyme or reason to
how we’re organized. There is a lot
of pressure to maintain the status
quo – the current arrangement
which has developed haphazardly
and as the result of combining
administrative jobs to save money
over the years. My own fear is
that people think our academic
organization is normal. It’s not.
I thought it was bizarre when I
got here in 1986, and it’s gotten
worse, rather than better, since
then. And people fear additional
change right now. However, I
don’t see how sticking with an
irrational structure is positioning
us for the future.”
Task force members said they
are aiming to create long-term
solutions rather than change for
change’s sake. Since the concept
is multifaceted, pulling off a
successful realignment won’t be
easy, Grindeland said.
“I think it’s important that
this be done right – that we look
at what has worked at other
universities and learn from that,”
he said. “We need to try to create
the best possible alignment in our
courses, in our curriculum, in our
colleges and in our universities.”

Midwest Chapter and Society of
Professional Journalists region six.
Multimedia journalism students
received awards for their work
on Horizonlines.org and in The
Advocate. Horizonlines.org placed
first for the Eric Sevareid award,
and three students won individual
SPJ awards. Four Advocate staff
members took home SPJ awards.
Several
other
mass
communications students attended
the conference for the sessions.
“This is really something
(students) really shouldn’t be saying,
‘no’ to,” said Lane Zyvoloski, a
mass communications junior who
placed third in television feature
reporting. “Not only do they get to
connect with professionals and get
advice on their work, but they also

MOORHOUSE, FROM FRONT
College of Social and Natural
Sciences.
During her freshman year,
Moorhouse worked with herarium
specimens and tricombs on
Wisconsin fast plants.
“Then sophmore year, I worked
with non-native worms on the
prairie, because worms are not
native to this area” Moorhouse said.
This year, with the student
research grant money, Moorhouse
is working on a project with the
carbon dioxide levels of plant
and insect interactions. She’s also
working on a project with five other
students on the sexual selection of
guppies, and, for her apprentice
scholarship, is working on a project
with bees.
“It’s really fun to see someone
as focused as Amy was right away
her freshman year, and eager to do
whatever project came along that
worked with her interests,” Wallace
said.
Moorhouse discovered her
interest in plants and insects in high
school. That curiosity has been
reaffirmed in
her classes
and research
at MSUM.
“ T h a t ’s
I
when
to
started
more
get
interested
in bugs ...
why there’s
so many of
and
them
how they all
fit into the
scheme of
everything,”
said.
she
“But they’re
so important

get to see what the competition is
like. That’s really important when
looking for a job to know where
other people are at because they’re
gonna be competing with you for
jobs someday.”
John Murray, Upper Midwest
Emmy Awards director and session
speaker, said these conferences
helped him on his career path.
“I learned by listening to the
professionals give me (the) best
strategies to do things,” Murray
said. “And so what I tell people is
that I have worked with some of the
greatest minds in the industry.”
For a complete list of MSUM
award winners, visit news.mnstate.
edu/2012/04/mass-communicationsstudents-win-multiple-awards-inregional-contests.

to all these different ecosystems,
and they’re important to the
health of ecosystems and just how
everything works. And so it’s just
very interesting to me how all of the
interactions come together.”
Moorhouse has the opportunity to
continue research this summer with
an internship through the National
Science Foundation in Virginia.
For the internship, she’ll propose
a research project under a mentor.
“I’m sure I’ll end up doing
something with bugs or plants,”
Moorhouse said.
In the future, Moorhouse plans
to go to graduate school for her
master’s, and then her Ph.D., but she
doesn’t know where or specifically
what she wants to study. She does
know that she wants to continue
pursuing science.
“I’ve learned that the only way
I’ve gotten to where I am now is
because of all my hard work that
I’ve put in,” Moorhouse said, “and
I realize if I want to keep this up, I
just need to keep working hard and
learning as much as I can.”
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Dragon athletics unveils revamped website
BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

The
MSUM
athletics
department gave their website
a complete overhaul, unveiling
the new product last week.
Jon Wepking, the interim
assistant athletics director for
media and public relations, felt
a change was needed in order to
bring newcomers to their site.
“We used to have more new
visitors (to the site) as opposed
to returning visitors,” Wepking
said. “That has recently shifted
to more returning visitors, so I
felt we needed to spice things
up and try to get a stronger
brand image out there that is
exciting to our fans and can
generate some buzz. We needed
a more dynamic, interactive
and appealing page for people
to investigate.”
Once the department decided
a change was necessary,
they began researching what
elements they wanted in their
page, taking aspects from the
web pages of other colleges,
such as Ohio State University
and the University of Kentucky,
as well as professional teams
like the Seattle Seahawks of the
National Football League.
“With anything you do, you
look at the best practices of
those leading in the industry,”
Wepking said. “We started
with more of Oklahoma State’s
look design-wise, and then
we moved into functionality.
We all liked how the top bar
stuck with you on Ohio State’s
website. Now we have this
cross breed of everything we
liked.”
The most noticeable change
on the Dragons’ website is the
photos on the home page, which

Dragon Athletics has overhauled its website.

are about twice as large as they
were on the previous website.
“More than anything, people
comment on the bigger images,”
Wepking said. “They really like
that big visual to start you off.”
With the new website, the
department is able to embed
video clips on top of those
photos, instead of simply
providing links to videos that
send visitors to YouTube.
“You don’t have to jump to
YouTube to view our videos
anymore,” Wepking said. “Now
you can stay on our webpage, and
that’s what we want you to do.”

Other additions to the home
page include a live Twitter
feed, game day statistics and
an interactive fan poll that is
changed weekly.
According to Wepking, the
new website has been wellreceived by fans and faculty
alike.
“The feedback has been
very positive from internal
and external stakeholders,”
Wepking said. “Fans seem to
like it.”
To see the the Dragons’ new
site, visit the same address:
msumdragons.com.

Rahn Sheffield

Meghan Feir’s Random Sports Term of the Week
“Crease”

Meghan’s Guess

A natural effect of billowing material. Some athletes don’t realize this is OK, so they
proceed to iron their mesh shorts, only to have them crease again. So frustrating.

Actual Definition

In hockey: An area of the ice that extends from the goal line and out around the
net, often shaped like a semicircle and painted in a different color.
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